
WAK’s  
 

 

GREAT RESOURCES  

Women Auto Know 

Sharing The Cure for Auto Anxiety!   

All the Tools You Need to Connect to Women.  

To Increase Your Business 
 

ATTENTION AUTO SHOP:   

Are you are spending countless hours and dollars, to educate 

drivers and improve the relationship between your community and 

you?   And yet, the majority of drivers still have Auto Anxiety! 

 

Auto Anxiety is chronic, undermining any effort to connect with 

the buying market. The inability to bridge this gap has created an 

epidemic of bad customer reviews, loss of trust, automotive 

neglect, unaccountable drivers and millions in lost revenue. 
 

Take the Women Auto Know Pledge Today!   

STOP the epidemic of Auto Anxiety! 

Offer the WAK Pledge to your customers! 
 

Inviting your customers to Join and Pledge too, benefits you! 

 FREE VIP Membership  

 24/7 access to R&R Rank &Review  

 Monthly Newsletter with WAK “Tipin” tips, tricks and 

insider information  

 Price estimator shared for the shops and consumers 

 

A Community Of Empowered Auto Shops, Educated Women, 

Drivers That Agree To Higher Industry Standards.   

  Educate, Not Intimidate 
 

 

 

TAKE THE PLEDGE 

http://www.womenautoknow.com/become-member.php
http://www.womenautoknow.com/shops.php
http://www.womenautoknow.com/shops.php
http://www.womenautoknow.com/
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Reform the antiquated auto industry model with WAK.  
 
ATTENTION:  Manufacturers, Distributors, Suppliers, Insurance Companies Auto Franchises 
and Auto Repair Shops.   
 
YOU are spending millions of HOURS AND DOLLARS to educate drivers and improve the 
relationship between the consumers and the automotive industry. And yet, the majority of 
drivers STILL have Auto Anxiety! 
 
Averaging 23,000 critical accidents and 574  deaths, Auto Anxiety IS chronic and it 
undermines any effort you have to connect with the buying market. The inability to bridge this 
gap has created an EPIDEMIC of bad customer reviews, loss of trust, automotive neglect, 
unaccountable drivers and millions in lost revenue. 
 

STOP the Epidemic. 
Women Auto Know has found the cure for Auto Anxiety! 

 
WAK has a toolbox filled with what YOUR Stakeholders want. 

The right message, at the right time!  Offer Education not Intimidation. 
Encourage Women to take the WAK Pledge & reform with you. 

  
WAK Media access is tremendous, with a 3 years + weekly segment on regional Television, 
Streaming  & Live from NYC weekly Radio show,  Numerous Print Magazines like Consumer 
Reports, Real Simple and Ladies Home Journal, Hundreds of Blogger connections like dooce, 
over 30K Pledged members, over 1 million viewers 
Followers, and Subscribers, who are begging to be educated, empowered and accountable 
for their automotive decisions. .   
 
This effort has been supported by only one person.  Imagine the impact on society, adding 
your efforts.  

 
WAK Reform - A network of over 600 auto shops that desperately want 
transparency in the industry. 
 
WAK Coalition - Work with like-minded partners, sponsors and members who 
want to take the FEAR out of auto repair and help people become safer drivers, 
passengers and consumers. 

 
Together, An Empowered industry and an educated community Women & Drivers that 

agrees to higher industry standards, respect, equality and clean bathrooms! 
 
 

 
Here is what YOU ALL Get when you take the Pledge. :  

http://www.womenautoknow.com/become-member.php
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 FREE WAK Membership 

 Rank and review auto shops with 24/7 access 

 Monthly Newsletter 

 Empowering & Educational Collectable series Tip-in’s to share  

 Invitations for your Drivers to Pledge too 

 Price estimator shared for the shops and consumers  

 
Service not Sales  Tell Not Sell  WAK Critical Mass.   
Access to over 8,000 Pledged members, 20,000 followers and 1 million 
viewers AND over 600 auto shops who are begging to be educated, 
empowered and accountable for their automotive decisions.  
As part of the WAK Reform, you will have the opportunity to increase your 
business while making positive impact towards the auto industry 
transformation.  
 
 

When we offer your AutoMD estimator as a free service to the Women 
Auto Know Pledged community of drivers and auto shops, our consumers 
will be redirected to AutoMD every time they have concerns or questions 
with auto repair pricing. 
 

Together, a community of empowered women, drivers and auto 
shops that agree to respect, equality and clean bathrooms! 

 
Practice the WAK Philosophy so you can focus on what our evolution is all about. 

Become part of the CURE to end Auto Anxiety!  
Contact WAK today! 

 

Critical Mass + Reform + Coalition = Automotive Evolution 
Together, we are the solution! 

 

 

 

As part of the WAK Coalition, you get: 

 

http://www.womenautoknow.com/become-member.php
http://www.womenautoknow.com/shops.php
mailto:audra@womenautoknow.com
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 WAK Critical Mass - Access to over 8,000 Pledged members, 20,000 followers and 

1 million viewers who are begging to be educated, empowered and accountable for 

their automotive decisions. 

 WAK Reform - Work with like-minded partners, sponsors and members who want 

to take the FEAR out of auto repair and help people become safer drivers, passengers 

and consumers 

 WAK Coalition - A network of over 600 auto shops that desperately want 

transparency in the industry. 
 

When we offer your AutoMD estimator as a free service to the Women Auto Know Pledged 

community of drivers and auto shops, our consumers will be redirected to AutoMD every 

time they have concerns or questions with auto repair pricing. 

 

Become part of the CURE to end Auto Anxiety!  

Contact WAK today! 

 

Critical Mass + Reform + Coalition = An Uprising Automotive 

Evolution 

Together, we are the solution! 

 
Auto Anxiety is chronic, undermining any effort to connect 
with the decision makers and the buying market. The 
inability to bridge this gap has created an epidemic. Auto 
Anxiety is the leading cause of:  

 

 Bad customer reviews 

 Poor Vehicle Maintenance 
 

Left untreated, Auto Anxiety has resulted in rampant 
automotive neglect.  

 
Auto Anxiety is highly contagious and deadly.    
     Auto Anxiety has led to more than 574 deaths and 
23,000 critical accidents. 
 

Despite decades’ worth of efforts by Manufacturers, 
Suppliers, Distributors, Insurance Companies and 

Automotive Advocates,  

mailto:audra@womenautoknow.com
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Consumers with Auto Anxiety Remain Paralyzed With Fear. 
 
Join Women Auto Know, together we will empower 
consumers to do their part and be proactive in rebuilding a 
positive relationship with the automotive industry. The critical 
mass has become a catalyst for reform and is now part of 
the solution!  
 
Cut through to the cure, eliminate the clutter and reach your 
target audience, WOMEN!   
 
Join the WAK Coalition, to drive positive reform and 
welcome you to be part of the automotive evolution with us.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TAKE THE PLEDGE 
Reform the antiquated auto industry model with WAK.  

 
ATTENTION:  Auto Repair Shops, Manufacturers, Parts Suppliers, 
Distributors and Insurance Companies. 
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YOU are spending millions of HOURS AND DOLLARS educate 
drivers and improve the relationship between the consumers and the 
automotive industry. And yet, the majority of drivers STILL have Auto 
Anxiety! 
 
Auto Anxiety IS chronic and it undermines any effort you have to 
connect with the buying market. The inability to bridge this gap has 
created an EPIDEMIC of bad customer reviews, loss of trust, 
automotive neglect, unaccountable drivers and millions in lost 
revenue. 

STOP the epidemic. 
 Women Auto Know has found the cure for Auto Anxiety! 

 
WAK gives YOU what your customers. Offer Education not 
Intimidation.  FREE. Encourage Women to take the WAK Pledge & 
reform with you. With WAK’s access to over 8,000 Pledged members, 
20,000 followers and 1 million viewers who are begging to be 
educated, empowered and accountable for their automotive decisions 
 
Here is what YOU ALL Get when you take the Pledge. :  
FREE WAK Membership 
Rank and review shops 
Monthly Newsletter 
Empowering & educational Tip-in’s to share with your customers 
Invitations for your customers to Pledge too 
Price estimator shared for the shops and consumers  
 

Together, a community of empowered women, drivers and auto 
shops that agree to respect, equality and clean bathrooms! 

 
 
 

http://www.womenautoknow.com/become-member.php
http://www.womenautoknow.com/become-member.php
http://www.womenautoknow.com/shops.php

